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One man there was who had unconsciously struck
a new note in landscape painting. Night after night
it was his habit to linger at the window, wondering
over the mystery and suggestiveness of night. When
the moon was shining there was no sleep for him.
What simple, flat masses of groves, and single trees!
What far stretches of distance! And how wondrously
the whole was enveloped in atmosphere!
• Helen M. Knowlton, The Painting of Landscape

Rachel Burgess
Portfolio: Resting Places

There were only eight paintings in the show: all landscapes—
mountain, prairie, and ocean vistas—painted on massive six
by six-foot pieces of masonite by one of the most renowned
artists that the gallery represented. Wanna-be collectors and
self-described painters were usually in and out the door in
ten or fifteen minutes. Their comparative lack of talent, or the
paintings’ price tags, scared them off. Real artists, adventurers,
and dreamers often lingered.
• Jann Everard, As Seen

True, he could paint. True, his mentors
and teachers when he was still back in
America had said he had talent. True,
this cottage in Provence he rented (and
the rent was long overdue) was filled
with canvases of landscapes and still
lifes against the walls and all unsold.
Could he call himself an artist when he
had never had a commission?
• K. S. Hardy, A Portrait of the Devil

Constance Culpepper
Portfolio: Interiors
Quilting seemed like art-lite,
something I could teach myself,
and master. My father’s influence
led me to patterns such as Flying
Geese, Log Cabin, Feathered
Star. Names drawn from nature,
names that echoed the sculptures
my father made from wood, from
bronze, from stone.
• Agnieszka Stachura, Foundation

Jane Soodalter
Portfolio: Deconstructing Construction
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Stil Point

Current Exhibition

Landscapes by Day - Landscapes by Night
February 1 to April 30, 2014

Art Gallery

stillpointartgallery.com

Have you ever been somewhere familiar at night

A few years ago, someone convinced me to go

and found yourself saying, “It looks so different!”

snow-shoeing under the full moon. The argument

Nighttime landscapes have a unique and special

was that opportunities for this don’t come up all

beauty. This exhibition looks at landscapes by day

that often, which is true. First, there has to be

and landscapes by night, observing the contrasts

enough good snow—good snow basically being

and enjoying the splendor.

the kind that is soft and fluffy and not saturated

Still Point Art Gallery’s current exhibition—
Landscapes by Day - Landscapes by Night—is
viewable in our online gallery and will remain a
featured exhibition through April 30, 2014. In this
issue we feature images from this exhibition, but
there are many more to see online. Honored artists
for this exhibition are:

with rain water and frozen hard as a rock. Second,
there has to be a full moon with no cloud cover;
a winter full moon of course only comes around
a few times a year and to get a full moon AND a
clear sky . . . well, that might come around once
a year, if at all. Third, there shouldn’t be strong
blowing winds . . . that’s just no fun. A quiet, still
night, with the white snow reflecting the light of
the moon, is best.

Bob Avakian, Best in Show—Portfolio.
Avakian is from Massachusetts and the set of eight
images in the exhibition are from his series, Day
and Night. (p. 5)

So, with near-perfect conditions, we set out onto
a path through the woods that I had been on—in
daylight—hundreds of times. I knew every tree,

Dave Clough, Best in Show—Single Image.

every branch, every incline. Still, I hadn’t gone a

Clough is from Maine and his winning image is

hundred yards before I stopped and said, “Where

Rockland. (p. 6)

am I? This doesn’t look the same!”

Claire Anderson, Best Photograph

The striking contrast of black and white, the

Anderson is from Florida and her winning image is
West Virginia Barn. (p. 7)

moonlight falling on the trees, the inability to see

Anderson is from Maine and her winning images
are Bayside Morning and Bayside Evening (p. 8)
or

Mixed-

Derezinski is from Missouri and his winning image
is Misplaced Memories. (p. 9)
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very far into the dark woods . . . it was entirely
different. It was entirely beautiful . . . entirely
magical . . . but it was also entirely new. This
was a path I had never been on before. It was a
revelation of the differences between landscapes—
day and night.

Christine Cote, Editor

Judy Reinford, Water Way.

Leslie Anderson, Best Painting or Drawing.

Matthew Derezinski, Best Digital
Media Artwork.

incredibly long shadows on the snow created by

Award for BEST IN SHOW - Portfolio

Bob Avakian

In My Backyard

archival inkjet print
bobavakianphotography.com
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Current Exhibition

Landscapes by Day - Landscapes by Night

Award for BEST IN SHOW - Single Image

Dave Clough

Rockland

photograph
davecloughphotography.com
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February 1 to April 30, 2014
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Award for BEST Photograph

Claire Anderson

West Virginia Barn
photograph
ontheflyfotos.com
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Landscapes by Day - Landscapes by Night

Award for BEST Painting or Drawing

Leslie Anderson

Bayside Morning | Bayside Evening
oil on canvas
leslieanderson.com
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February 1 to April 30, 2014
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Award for BEST Digital or Mixed-Media Artwork

Matthew Derezinski

Misplaced Memories
digital print

mderezinski.wordpress.com
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Landscapes by Day - Landscapes by Night

T om H inkle, B eacon

J uchul K im , G eorge Washington B ridge, New York
godart.kr
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February 1 to April 30, 2014
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

J ulie M arkoff , B oatyard

at

Night
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Landscapes by Day - Landscapes by Night

G aylord M ink , Wooden B ridge
minkphotos.com

Shoshanna Ahart , Summer ’ s F inale
ah-art.com
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February 1 to April 30, 2014
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Susan Landor K eegin, I sland Evening
susanlandor.com

Dara Daniel, B lue M ountain
darasfineart.com
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Landscapes by Day - Landscapes by Night

H elen Chen, M ystery

Alessandro G ui , Quiet Night
alessandro-gui.fr
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February 1 to April 30, 2014
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Carol M cCord, B uttermere Dusk

J uli Lyons, Speed

and

Stillness, North

julilyons.com

of

Superior
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Landscapes by Day - Landscapes by Night

K arl M elton, Red Sands
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K eli Sim DeRitis, M oody North Sea

February 1 to April 30, 2014
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

J amie Cypher , H ole

in the

Sky
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Landscapes by Day - Landscapes by Night

Rick Wooten, Creek Crossing
paintbrushodyssey.com
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February 1 to April 30, 2014
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

J effrey Stoner, Awaiting

the

Dawn

JeffreyStonerPhotography.com

J ane Paradise, Lightning Over Race Point
janeparadise.com
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Norfolk T rees, J ohn B rooks

M arko Susla, M y Special Place
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February 1 to April 30, 2014
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

H al G aylor, Rainy Night

on

52nd Street (Circa 1948)

Jazz-Portraits.com

M ichael C. Welch , M oonlight After

a

michaelcwelchfineart.com

Winter Storm
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J udy Reinford, Lucy Vincent B each
judyreinfordphotography.com

B rooks DeF ee, M orning Light , A rroyo Secco
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February 1 to April 30, 2014
more artwork online | stillpointartgallery.com

Eldred B oze, J efferson M emorial
eldredboze.see.me

at

Night

K athy Conway, Dawn
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Upcoming Exhibitions
stillpointartgallery.com

Art Gallery

Lineup by Bobby Baker, Recipient of Award for Best Photograph, Still Point V, 2013.
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Gallery Artists
stillpointartgallery.com

Every Gallery exhibition presents the opportunity to honor a small number of artists due to the distinctiveness
of their work. These artists are selected because their work shows strong evidence of skill with the medium and
contributes in a meaningful way to the theme of the exhibition. In addition, these artists are selected because
their work is engaging in some special and unique way. This engagement is an all-important element of art.
Honored artists are named as Gallery Artists for one year. Our current Gallery Artists are listed below. Please
take a few moments to visit our website and view the work of these amazing artists.

Bobby Baker, photographer, New Hampshire
Ekaterina Bykhovskaya, photographer, Strasbourg, France
Maya Chachava, painter and photographer, Washington
Constance Culpepper, painter, Gladwyne, Pennsylvania
Irene Hill, photographer, Atlantis, Florida
Susan Landor Keegin, painter, Sausalito, California
Arthur Kvarnstrom, Painter, New York City
Laurie McCormick, photographer, Los Angeles, California
Arthur Kvarnstrom, Winter.
Leyla Aysel Munteanu, mixed media artist, Windsor, Ontario, Canada
Selena Nawrocki, mixed media artist, Douglas, Georgia
Jane Paradise, photographer, Massachusetts
Leslie Parke, painter, Cambridge, New York
Judith Rosenthal, ceramist, New Jersey
Julie A. Struck, mixed media artist, Rockport, Indiana
Bethany Rachelle Swanson, painter, Big Canoe, Georgia
Nancy Teague, painter, Lincoln, Nebraska
Anthony R. Whelihan, mixed media artist, Minnesota
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CONTRIBUTORS
WRITERS

FEATURED ARTISTS

Rachel Burgess
New York City, New York
rachel-burgess.com
rachburgess@gmail.com

Constance Culpepper

Jann Everard’s short fiction
and creative nonfiction have
been published recently in
The Fiddlehead, FreeFall, The
Prairie Journal, and Emails from
India: Women Write Home, an
anthology edited by Janis Harper. Everard lives
in Toronto, Canada.
janneverard.com

Gladwyne, Pennsylvania
constanceculpepper.com
cc@constanceculpepper.com

represented by
3rd Street Gallery
58 N 2nd Street
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
3rdstreetgallery.com

K. S. Hardy has recently had poetry in Valley
Voices, Barbaric Yawp, Old Red Kimono, Weird
Tales, and many more publications. Short stories
have been published in Tales of the Talisman,
Evangel, Beyond Centauri, and “The Van Gogh
Collection” in Still Point Arts Quarterly. Living
in a historic oil boom town in the swamp lands
of Ohio sparks the creative flame by necessity.

Jane Soodalter
Cold Spring, New York
janesoodalter.com
scapa@mindspring.com
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Agnieszka

Stachura

earned her
graduate and undergraduate degrees from
Duke University. Her personal essays, fiction,
and poems have appeared in Tiny Lights, Fifth
Wednesday Journal, Damselfly Press, Prick of
the Spindle, Swink, and The Sun, among other
publications.

POETS

Diana Pinckney

lives and teaches in
Charlotte, North Carolina. Her work has appeared
in Green Mountains Review, Cave Wall, RHINO,
Tar River Poetry, Jasper Magazine, Streetlight,
Calyx, Cream City Review; numerous anthologies;
and other publications. An admirer of painters
and other artists, Pinckney enjoys writing poems
from their work. She won the EXPHRASIS Prize in
2010 and is the 2012 Winner of Atlanta Review’s
International Poetry Prize. A five time Pushcart
nominee, she has four collections of poetry:
Fishing With Tall Women, White Linen, Alchemy,
and Green Daughters, released in 2011.

Tom Whayne is a retired drama teacher who
has been writing all of his adult life. He returned
to the craft of writing poetry after his long time
partner fell and suffered a traumatic brain injury
when she was eighty-six years old. His poems
were made from the highs and lows of the
three-year period that ended with her death. In
addition to Still Point Arts Quarterly, his poems
have been published in the Intima, an online
journal of narrative medicine.
wilsonwhayne@gmail.com

Lauren McKenzie Reed

has, for several
years, been an instructor at West Virginia
University, where she received her M.F.A.
Currently an ESL instructor with the Intensive
English Program of the department of World
Languages, Literature, and Linguistics, she is
inspired every day by her enthusiastic students.
In addition to teaching and writing, Reed has
traveled to, studied in, or worked in several
other countries, including Mali, Germany, and
the United Kingdom. This past summer she
moved to Ukraine to continue university ESL
instruction with the Peace Corps.
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T he P ainting

of

Landscape

Helen M. Knowlton
This is a portion of an article that appeared in Modern Art, Volume 4, Number 1 (Winter 1896).
One man there was who had unconsciously struck a new note in landscape painting. Night after
night it was his habit to linger at the window, wondering over the mystery and suggestiveness
of night. When the moon was shining there was no sleep for him. What simple, flat masses of
groves, and single trees! What far stretches of distance! And how wondrously the whole was
enveloped in atmosphere!

Titian, The Virgin of the Rabbit, 1530.
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Diego Velázquez, Philip IV on Horseback, 1631-36..

Salvator Rosa, Evening Landscape, 1640-43.

T

Aelbert Cuyp, Herdsmen with Cows, c. 1645.

he painting of landscape is a modern art.

Some of the earlier artists of France and Italy

The early painters, those of the fifteenth

painted landscapes with undoubted vigor and

and preceding centuries, often used

skill; but they were almost sure to rely for effect

landscape, but simply as a background for their

upon the juxtaposition of light and shade. Witness

figure pictures. In this way T itian depicted the

S alvator R osa and his stormy, almost tragic

blue hills and the sunset skies of his native Cadore

skies. Even sunny, peaceful [A elbert ] C uyp

country.

[D iego ]

V elÁsquez

occasionally

resorted to the device of painting a very dark cow

essayed a landscape subject, but never, to our

on an equally dark foreground, in order to enhance

thinking, as if his heart were in it. We remember

the serene beauty and exquisite color of his sunset

to have seen, in some provincial gallery of France,

effects in the distance. . . . Some beautiful pictures

a landscape of his, having much atmosphere and

were produced, especially in Holland, where the

space, a graceful composition, too, but suggestive

artists seem to have painted more truly, with closer

to the modern sense of the drop curtain of a theatre.

observation, and with less of an eye to scenic

Another we remember. A vast expanse of green

possibilities than was manifest in the work of many

hillside, dotted with gayly caparisoned horses and

of their French and Italian brethren.

their riders. The work was large, low in tone, and

It was evidently thought that values could

quite destitute of true natural effect. No wonder

be obtained out of doors just as they would be

V elÁsquez returned to his magnificent painting of

reached in the studios. Not many years ago the

kings, queens, princesses, and dwarfs!

French landscape painters were in the habit
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Helen M. Knowlton

of resorting to this simple device. In studying

in his Oriental subjects, used color with lavish

their landscape motives, a black hat or a white

profusion, sometimes without the least mixing,

handkerchief would be thrown down in the

“fresh from the tube,” as we say, although at that

foreground in order that they might compare their

time there were probably no tubes; instead a boy

darks with black, and their highlights with positive

to grind colors as they were wanted.

white. Black mirrors held sway for a while, until

Several of the English painters were then doing

it was discovered that they were not the kind of

admirable work, [J ohn ] C onstable , [R ichard

mirror to hold up to nature, as it forced down the

P arkes ] B onington , [J ohn C rome ] “O ld

tones of color so completely that a sunny day

C rome ”; and the fame of their progress reached

became a gray one, and a gray day was reduced

the French colony of painters. First one and

to a dark and cheerless nightfall. Clearly this was

then another crossed the channel, and sat at the

all wrong.

feet of these Englishmen. When they returned

The French masters of 1820 painted with force,

to France they gladly communicated to their

dignity, and real sentiment. Their tone was rich and

brethren the tidings of great joy. A newer, fresher

low, far removed from black, however, and saved

landscape art was possible. Tradition might go to

from reaching its sombreness by the love of these

the winds. There was a broad and simple manner

men for color, positive and pure. There were giants

of interpreting earth, sky, and sea, and these few

in painting at the time. [E ugène ] D el acroix ,

unfettered Englishmen had opened the door.

Eugène Delacroix, Christ on the Sea of Galilee, 1854.
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John Crome “Old Crome,” The River Wensum, Norwich, c. 1814.

The Painting of Landscape

John Constable, Wivenhoe Park, 1816.

Richard Parkes Bonington, Fishmarket, c. 1824.
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Constant Troyon, The Ford, 1852.

Jean-François Millet, Farmer Inserting a Graft on a Tree, 1865.

[C onstant ] T royon made masterly drawings

of color, down to the deepest note of rich purplish

of animals; painted them, and swung in a landscape

brown. [C harles -F rançois ] D aubigny , too,

that was a marvel for the time. [J ean -F rançois ]

pitched his key low, using cooler colors than some

M illet worked for form and expression, and for

of the others had done. [T héodore ] R ousseau

the subjection of the trivial to the large impression

painted lighter than the rest, with a facile, rather

of the whole. His landscape surroundings always

gay touch, sometimes elaborating over much, but

partook of the human sentiment; of the peasant,
his work, his family; and, as the theme was usually
sombre, if not indeed pathetic, the same qualities
existed even in his productions that were “pure
landscape.”
[N arcisse V irgilio ] D íaz was a great
colorist. His key was low, his color rich, his values
strong. In painting a forest scene he relied for his
high light upon a sharp, white sun-glint on the
trunk of a beach or birch, or the silver gleam of
a rain-moistened rock or bank. From this pure
sparkle he painted all the gradations of the gamut
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Narcisse Virgilio Díaz, Forest Scene, 1844-60.

always pleasing the public and the picture dealers. The
works of these men have great value and interest. They
were true to their instincts as a school of painters who
had forsworn traditions and were to sing their songs in
their own way.
One man there was who had unconsciously struck
a new note in landscape painting. Night after night it
was his habit to linger at the window, wondering over
the mystery and suggestiveness of night. When the

Charles-François Daubigny, Sluice in the Optevoz Valley, 1854.

moon was shining there was no sleep for him. What
simple, flat masses of groves, and single trees! What
far stretches of distance! And how wondrously the
whole was enveloped in atmosphere! In time came
his discovery of the pearly light of early morning,
when the colors of the opal are scarcely less beautiful
than the dewy freshness of hazy distance, or the soft,
moist green of foreground and tree. [J ean -B aptiste C amille ] C orot was wont to rise in the summer at
three o’clock in the morning, take a French breakfast
of coffee and roll, and work out of doors until seven. In

Théodore Rousseau, Village in Berry, 1842.

these hours he discovered many of the secrets of light
and of plein air painting which were withheld from
those who knew nothing of the day in its early dawning.
Here was great gain. Moreover, his technique was like
himself, simple, large, naive,
J. M. W. T urner was probably the greatest colorist
that the world has ever seen. Working by himself
in England, known only as a solitary eccentric, he
produced marvels of painting—in his own way. Color,
color! was his motto. In his plan of work he loved not
nature per se. He looked up to C l aude [M onet ],
determined to paint better than he did, making a boast

Jean-Baptiste-Camille Corot,
The Boatman of Mortefontaine, c. 1865-70.
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J. M. W. Turner, The Red Rigi, 1842.

Édouard Manet, The Railroad Station in Sceaux, 1870.

that he could even excel him; and he bent nature

Another figure painter, B astien L e P age , added

to his own ends. Two, at least, of his smaller oils in

perceptibly to the new movement, working for

the National Gallery are fine for their aerial effects

truth and reality, unhampered by what other men

and the perfect simplicity of their rendering; while

were doing. In his plein air work we feel the

his Alpine water colors, now seldom shown, are

influence of a gray subdued light, studied faithfully,

marvels of purity and brilliancy. Their tints have

and felt with the devotion of a new convert. He

the exquisite beauty of rare jewels.

worked for light, but not sunshine.

On the French horizon appeared [É douard ]

Lesser men, everywhere were pushing on to join

M anet , not a painter of landscape, but a pioneer

the ranks of the new painters. At first they used

in the cause of breadth, strength, simplicity. His

their oil-pigments as if they had been water-colors,

influence was mostly felt by the figure painters, but

thinking to substitute white paint for paper. The

his out-of-door work also had an effect upon the

result was not fascinating. They produced only

art of the century. He handled large masses with

painted drawings, of a cold and colorless gray.

almost brutal force, but with masterly economy of

Then came a persistent seeking for the how-to-

means.

do-it, and every earnest worker brought his stone

[G ustave ] C ourbet , in landscape, had similar

to the building of the temple. At this juncture

qualities. . . .

science came to the rescue, and the solar spectrum
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The Painting of Landscape

Gustave Courbet, Winter Landscape, 1850-1870.

Jules Bastien-Lepage, October, 1878.

added its testimony to the analysis of light and of

a radical effort to avoid the old-time rules of

color. Meanwhile this problem arose:

composition. Our younger painters have sought,

Given a landscape in full sunlight, not a shadow

persistently, to avoid the banal, the commonplace.

to be seen. If painted just as it looked the result

If the English schools decided that the sky in

would be flat and common-place. How could it

a picture should fill three-fifths of the space,

be rightly rendered? The scientific study of color

reserving only a paltry two-fifths for land or sea,

led in time to a knowledge of the “disintegration

whatever the subject to be represented, then our

of tone,” and it was found that in order to produce

radical friends declared that their skies should

the effect of nature it was necessary to resort to

have but one-fifth, and they might be moved to

the methods suggested by science. In a word, the

bring their distance close to the frame, leaving

warm colors, pink and yellow, must be enhanced

the nearest approach to no sky at all. Whatever

by the cool colors, blue and purple.

had been was not to be any longer. In color they

Having attained to some knowledge of painting

forswore “the molasses school,” and they despised

as practiced by what has been called for several

also every prescribed rule of composition. They

years “the new school,” let us look for a moment

depicted nature literally, as they thought, and the

into the near future and see what is there to be

more crude and bizarre the manner the better for

discovered. For several years past there has been

their own fame or originality and daring.
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Claude Monet, The Magpie, 1869.

At this juncture the worship of C l aude M onet

years had no “fatal facility.” He delved hard and

began. He had gone farther than any one in his

deep for what he learned; but, in the expressive

practical investigations of the disintegration of tone.

street parlance of the day, he has “arrived.” . . .

His compositions were odd and strange, at times

M onet ’s contributions to the new field of painting

absolutely clumsy. He was heavy-handed, and for

have been of incalculable importance. •
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L andscapes
of
the
l ate
Thomas Cole, Views Across Frenchman’s Bay from Mt. Desert Island, After a Squall, 1845.

19 th
and
early

20 th
centuries

Frederic Edwin Church, Mount Katahdin from Millinocket Camp, 1895.

Ivan Shishkin, Rain in an Oak Forest, 1891.

Theodore Clement Steele, Meridian Street, Thawing Weather, 1887.
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L andscapes

of the l ate

Edward Hopper, Road in Maine, 1914.

George Bellows, Village on a Hill, 1916.
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19 th

and early

20 th

centuries

Albert Pinkham Ryder, The River, 1884-94.

Gustav Klimt, Litzlberg on the Attersel, 1910-12.

In landscape art the passions awakened are our own. We are not witnesses, we are
actors. The memories which rush upon us when looking on the happy autumn fields
are not even the painter’s at whose magic touch they come. They are our own.
~Fred Hovey Allen, “Landscape Art,” The Quarterly Illustrator, 1894.

Ernst Ludwig Kirchner, Trees, c. 1935.

Wassily Kandinsky, Munich-Schwabing with the Church of St. Ursula, 1908.
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Giovanni Battista Piranesi, “The Smoking Fire,” from the series The Imaginary Prisons, Rome, 1761 edition (reworked from 1745). Etching.

The Prisons
after Giovanni Battista Piranesi                                                                                      
1.
This is The Well.  This:
The Gothic Arch.  I am always searching
for an exit, even knowing
there is no way, there is no out.
There is only another pulley,
another stairwell, and you knew this
                and you showed us.  
Drawbridge always drawn;
work never begun.
We are such that seek escape in  
dimness, and in corners, and
I know I’ve climbed and climbed
before without much of a purpose,
but I am listening now.  You’ve captured me.
2.
The shadows are all my self
and I am sad, not just for being
shadows, but for the burden,
just out of view:
the looming future and past
mingling here, forever.
Everything is grey, but then
you knew that.  
That, and every angle of
your complicated machinery.
Your mind: an infinite blueprint.
You mapped it all out with
such precision, even predicting me.

~ Lauren McKenzie Reed
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The Views
after Giovanni Battista Piranesi                                                                                      
1.
Everything is texture
at The Arch of Constantine:
I am tethered to my beast, my darkness,
while some strangers beg me
for the goat; I don’t tell them he is lame.
I lie a little bit each day to get by.

Though another interior view
is my favorite, in awe we stand
among the stones at the Villa of Maecenas;
and even if we’re suffering
the light finds us here together.
2.
My memory’s all shadows,
etched onto the pages of some book.
Rubbings from the side of a cathedral,
their charcoal on my fingertips
telling stories about place.
I imagine the page at every stage of creation.
Each work starts with a delicate scribble,
then scribbles: ecstatic Zs and Xs.
A place forms of the chaos.
We are there, can see it clearly,
often forgetting the journey: all a mad back and forth.
I need the word to sound right.
Prison, prison.  Carceri.

~ Lauren McKenzie Reed
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Giovanni Battista Piranesi, “The Colosseum,” (detail) from the series The Views of Rome, 1767. Etching.

The Colosseum dwarfs us;
we don’t always mind the smallness.
There’s something big about this
moment, too, that I can’t say.
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CONSTANCE CULPEPPER
Painter

As a young girl, C onstance

Culpepper spent summer afternoons on

the floor of her grandmother’s Victorian house in Cleburne, Texas. There
she sketched figures and rooms inspired by her grandmother’s stack of

Vogue and House Beautiful magazines, did some type of needlework—
cross stitch, needlepoint, or knitting, sewed clothes for her dolls, or
patched one of her grandmother’s many handmade quilts. She was
fascinated by the color, pattern, and texture in the quilts as well as with
the eclectic mix of objects in her grandmother’s house—antique chairs,
hand-painted Mexican cabinets, Delft pottery, French china, old glass
bottles, ceramic lamps and figurines, old family photographs, Persian
rugs, and petite European paintings. These experiences and objects
created an interior world that fueled Culpepper’s imagination.
Culpepper fell in love with painting while attending Southern Methodist
University in Dallas, Texas. She studied studio art, art history, and
psychology, and during her junior year, she went to Paris to paint and
study the French language and culture. In 2000, she completed an M.A.
from Bryn Mawr College in clinical developmental psychology.
For the last decade, while raising children, Culpepper has continued to
create art, working primarily in oil. She has been greatly influenced by
the work of Henri Matisse, Édouard Vuillard, Pierre Bonnard, and Chaim
Soutine. From them, she has extracted decorative aspects and color as
well as a controlled chaos supported through an underlying geometry,
and she has transposed these attributes into her art.
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PORTFOLIO
Interiors

I am a painter. I primarily work on canvas in oil, but I
also use pencil and pastel. I explore emotion and the
representational image through color, pattern, and
compositional deconstruction, depicting still lifes and
interior scenes.
The paintings on these pages are from my
series of interiors, inspired by the abundance of
furnishings in my grandmother’s house as well as
my own collection of antiques and inherited items.
My motivation to examine tables, chairs, dishes, and
silverware came from the idea that these items
are not only utilitarian objects but also be symbolic
ones, serving as reminders of important people or
memories—a kitchen table inherited from a favorite
aunt, a set of china passed down from mother to
daughter, a grandmother’s mixing bowl used to make
her children’s and then grandchildren’s childhood

Balancing Act, 2011. 24 x 30 inches. Oil on canvas.

birthday cakes.
I am intrigued by how and why we attach value to commonplace things, and I use this
curiosity, along with color and perspective, to produce an emotional climate with my
work. How do different images, colors, and arrangements of objects convey certain
emotions, especially when these objects are something as ordinary as tables, chairs,
dishes, and silverware? These questions are the basis for my paintings.
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Lessen, 2011. 36 x 48 inches. Oil and pastel on canvas.
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Blue Soup, 2009. 18 x 24 inches. Oil on canvas.

Interiors

Happyless, 2013. 48 x 36 inches. Oil on canvas.
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Reading Material, 2011. 36 x 48 inches. Oil on canvas.
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Interiors

Overflow, 2012. 36 x 48 inches. Oil, pencil, and pastel on canvas.
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Constance Culpepper

One Cup of Tea, 2012. 48 x 36 inches. Oil on canvas.
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Interiors

Ballroom, 2013. 60 x 48 inches. Oil and graphite on canvas.

Room for Discussion, 2013. 48 x 36 inches. Oil, pencil, and pastel on canvas.
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Constance Culpepper

Table Manners, 2013. 8 x 10 inches. Oil and pastel on canvas.
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Interiors

Daddy’s Little Girl, 2013. 14 x 18 inches. Oil and pastel on canvas.
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The Black Leather-Bound Books
Tom Whayne

I
The black leather-bound books
Are mostly barren
Of answers for the old,
For M’Dearsy and Me.
But there are other teachers–
The matter-of-fact,
The green wind and rain,
And all the lived-in sometimes
Between the clock and calendar.
And art.
In its whited halls
We crane our interest
To patches of insight
Framed along the walls
And to the scattering of forms
That hold the floor.
Catching clues
From each other’s looks,
We strain for meaning.
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Tomasz Steifer, Stillife with Auntie Iza, 2006. Oil. Wikimedia Commons.

II
For the old,
Change is slippage of self.
It comes hard
A sign of the final change.
So it was there amid the art
For M’Dearsy and Me.
Her look, as we stood before the Kelly
Did not change.
Her eyes steadied to the floods
Of red, blue, and green.
Nor did I feel that there was something
Just short of being spoken.
A little less touch
There in the fingers?
No more,
As we celebrated the work–
How easy to be unsure–
I waited.
M’Dearsy freed her hand
Ordered up a smile–
Surprising how much of it remained–
A pause, a turn,
As we walked into the sun.
M’Dearsy stopped at the sidewalk Moore,
Touched the warm bronze,
But she watched the rush of steel
On the street ten feet away.
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Her voice had a musical quality that made it
easy to listen to—compelling in fact—and she
articulated every vowel and consonant. My sister
had once told me about a yoga teacher she’d had
with a voice so resonant that her students would
be lulled to a perfect, restful sleep. This voice
also had beauty, caught me up, entangled me
like a benevolent spider. I pulled a small backless
bench from the wall and pushed it up behind her.
The cushion touched the back of her knees and
she sat heavily. I sat beside her and she continued.

A

s I crossed the floor of the gallery to lock

my statue next to the door. As she steadied herself,

the main door, it swung open and a girl

she ran her hand over the bronze face, lingering

entered, followed by a draught of cold

longer than was necessary to regain her balance.

air and the scent of stale late winter. She tripped on

She shivered and, as she drew her hand away,

the doormat—perhaps it had a small wrinkle—and

whispered, “That’s it,” in a way that confused me.

would have fallen except that she caught hold of

Had she given up on something? Or did she think
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Ahmet anır, Untitled, 2012. Wikimedia commons.

One climbs, one sees. One descends, one sees no
longer, but one has seen. There is an art of conducting oneself in the lower regions by the memory of
what one saw higher up. When one can no longer
see, one can at least still know.
~ René Daumal

she recognized the bronze? When she moved

I turned the bolt and flicked off the main overhead

toward me, her boots left damp traces on the tile.

lights to divert any other potential visitors. I left the

I had the impression that she was young, my age

spotlights on the paintings. As the gallery dimmed,

maybe, but her face was in shadow.

a look of concern flashed across the girl’s face.

“Sorry,” I said. “We close at eight. I was just about

With tentative steps, she approached the picture

to lock up.” I gestured toward the clock that hung

directly in front of her. She got very close to it,

high on the north wall. Battered tin, three feet wide,

the way people do when they want to look at the

it glimmered in its pool of halogen light and gave

individual brushstrokes—when the artist’s process

the impression of a full moon. It was a brilliant

is as interesting as the overall affect.

piece of art and fleetingly soured my mood with

There were only eight paintings in the show:

jealousy. But then I glanced again toward the

all landscapes—mountain, prairie, and ocean

statue by the front door.

vistas—painted on massive six by six-foot pieces of

“Please, could I have just a few minutes?” the

masonite by one of the most renowned artists that

visitor asked. “I heard about your show at the art

the gallery represented. Wanna-be collectors and

college. I meant to get here much earlier but the

self-described painters were usually in and out the

streetcars weren’t running.”

door in ten or fifteen minutes. Their comparative

It was a common and uninspired excuse. Usually

lack of talent, or the paintings’ price tags, scared

I pressed my point with latecomers. I still had to

them off. Real artists, adventurers, and dreamers

sweep and dust the gallery before I could leave

often lingered.

for the evening to join my friends. They’d be three

I kept half an eye on the girl as I swept. She was

drinks ahead of me by the time I got to the bar. But

tall and lean, in a form-fitting black and scarlet

something about this girl made me ease up. She

coat that hung to her ankles. It was the kind of

seemed to be feeling something I’d felt in the past:

thing that girls at the art college would wear, found

the need to be with art so badly that you would

in either a vintage shop or sold off by the costume

cast aside your dignity for, not pleasure exactly,

department, but I didn’t recognize the girl. I was

but the sense of being restored.

sure I knew everyone at the college, at least by

“A few minutes. You can look at the paintings

sight.

while I tidy up. But I’ll lock up, if that’s okay? Just

“What do you see in this painting?” She turned

so no one else comes in.” I lingered at the door

to me. Her head swiveled on her neck and she

until she nodded. I wanted to be clear that it was

took several slow steps backwards. It was a self-

her decision to be locked inside the gallery with a

conscious movement, almost cautious. I wondered

strange man.

if she danced. That would explain the clothes.
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I pushed the small pile of dirt I’d accumulated

any deciduous trees. There’s a slight wisp of smoke

into a corner and propped the broom against a

in the lower center of the painting and if you look

wall before moving toward the painting.

closely, a small campfire. It’s a vast landscape. The

“The technique is interesting,” I said. “The artist
applies glazed oil paint in thin layers so that the
light travels through the paint and bounces back
off the white masonite. It gives the painting some
of the qualities of film.”
“I don’t mean technique,” she said. “What do you
see? Describe it.”
“You mean, when I look at the picture?” People
generally ask this question about abstract art. This
was a realistic rendition of a mountain.
“Yes.”

fire hints at human habitation or at least human
involvement, I suppose.”
“This is what you see.” It was a statement, not a
question.
She advanced again towards the painting. I
noticed the gait: toes first. They tested the ground—
like feelers. Her shape attracted me. She had a
lean torso and an abundance of short dark curly
hair that I hadn’t noticed before.
“Why?” I asked. “What do you see?”
“It’s getting cold.” With her hand she gestured at

“Well, it’s a painting of the Rockies. It’s Mount . . .”

me in a way that meant: wait, I don’t mean in the

“No, don’t tell me the name.”

gallery. “The weather has been dull and the quiet

“Okay.” I paused. I wasn’t sure what she was

is a harbinger of winter. There is less bird song in

getting at. She was close to me now. I could feel

the forest. Listen . . .

her eyes on my face and felt myself grow warm, as

“A party of climbers has set out to climb the

if I were being tested. I wasn’t sure if she wanted

mountain. There are four of them: a guide, who is

me to be literal in my description or interpretive.

originally from Switzerland; a wealthy Englishman

These days, working at the gallery and empty of

who considers himself an authority on ice

any recent artistic inspiration of my own, I only felt

formation; a young mountaineer; and a man of

capable of the former.

God who believes that in the mountains, he is

“I see a rocky peak at the top of some sheer cliffs

closer to heaven.

and a snow-covered bowl partly shrouded in cloud.

“They are roughly equipped with canvas coats

It could be a glacier, I suppose. I’ve never been to

and rucksacks and heavy, plaited ropes slung

the mountains.”

across their shoulders and draped between them,

“Does that matter? Go on.” Her words were gentle,
but still, they rankled a bit. I persisted reluctantly.

stringing them together like knots on a line. Each
carries a wood-handled axe. It’s a long time ago.”

“At the base of the mountain is a dark, pine forest.

I glanced at the girl’s face. She was squinting,

I’m not sure of the season. There don’t appear to be

gazing deeply into the painting. Her head was tilted
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and stretched forward to expose a long neck below

wanted the experienced mountaineer to bring

the hairline. From the back, she looked vulnerable,

up the rear. The mountaineer had refused, hating

but at the same time, the perfect stillness of her

to have his view obstructed by more men than

body commanded a kind of reverent respect. I

necessary. He had insisted on being second and

found myself watching for small movements of her

argued that the Englishman was competent should

shoulders as she talked, as if I were an honored

a rescue become necessary. In the end, the minister

member of an audience to a rare performance by

had knotted himself to the end of the rope. The

a renowned actor. Her voice had a musical quality

guide had worried, but said nothing. He needed

that made it easy to listen to—compelling in fact—

the money.” The girl paused, glanced down at

and she articulated every vowel and consonant.

my hands. I had been twisting them in my lap; I

My sister had once told me about a yoga teacher

couldn’t keep still.

she’d had with a voice so resonant that her students
would be lulled to a perfect, restful sleep. This

“Don’t stop,” I said. I was inside the story now.
Tied in.

voice also had beauty, caught me up, entangled me

“They set out early, before sunrise, before

like a benevolent spider. I pulled a small backless

the sun could soften the snow. A strong wind

bench from the wall and pushed it up behind her.

whistled across the glacier and the men walked

The cushion touched the back of her knees and she

apart, no conversation between them. The guide

sat heavily. I sat beside her and she continued.

concentrated on testing the ground for hidden

“The guide is admiring the geology, how ancient

crevasses and on cutting steps in the steep grade.

thrusts have pushed marine shell and the richly

He signaled with his arm when they had to change

organic mud of early oceans to heights of nine

course to avoid the fatal cracks.

thousand feet and more. The mountaineer is intent

“But the surface of the mountain was capricious,

upon the route, memorizing landmarks for future

and after five hours, the cold was gnawing.

reference. The wealthy Englishman steps carefully,

The guide heard a shout and turned to see the

conscious of the dozen fragile sample bottles in his

Englishman fall to his knees and begin to slide

rucksack to be filled and analyzed when he returns

backwards toward a dark slit behind him, trying

to town. The minister prays, his head thrown back

desperately to plunge his axe into the slick surface

to keep the heavenly peak in view.”

so he would not be dragged into the crevasse by

I was still. I felt no inclination to interrupt this
bizarre historic tale.

the weight of the minister who had disappeared
from sight.

“In camp that morning, the men had argued

“It took the other men some time to set their

about their order on the rope. The guide had

axes into the ground and belay the guide into
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the crevasse to attempt a rescue. The minister

what. Instead I felt like a small child who’d kicked

had tried to save himself by turning his own axe

a ball into a wide open net.

sideways in a bid to catch on a narrowing and
stop the fall. But his neck had snapped, and his
head lolled forward. He looked like Christ on
a crucifix, the guide told the others, when they
finally pulled his body out.”
She fell quiet.
I had to control how I exhaled, slow it so that it

“It was nothing. I have no experience with this.” I
gestured at the wall.
“Me neither,” she said, and turned away. I watched
her straighten her shoulders and face me again.
After a moment, I asked, “What’s your name?”
“Tiresias.” She held out her hand. “Spelled like in
the myth. Except the “s” is silent.”

did not express the excitement I felt. The man she’d

Her fingers were delicate, cool, and moist. She

just described was alive in my hands, ready to be

wore no jewelry. “Would you like a glass of wine,

exposed from some hard medium, like the ice.

Tiresias? There’s some left over from an opening

“Are you a spoken-word artist?” I asked. Truly,
she had taken me with her. Transported me. I now
twitched with creative energy.
“It is what I see.”
She cocked her head toward me and smiled, but

earlier this week. There might even be some food.
Cheese, crackers, grapes, too, I think.
“I’m Josh, by the way.” I let go of her hand. It
should have been an awkward moment; I had held
it too long. But she had not pulled back.

her eyes were closed. It gave the impression that

“Are you sure? I thought you had to close up?”

she was listening very intently to my movements. I

She used her hands to push herself up off the bench.

stared at the painting, conscious of the fast thrum

“It’s okay. Go look at the rest of the paintings. I’ll

of blood through my chest.

be back in a minute.” I walked toward the office

“That was amazing—to conjure a story like that.

at the back of the gallery. The office was up a few

I’ve never really thought about what it was like to

stairs and had a half-wall overlooking the main

travel in the mountains in the early days. It’s one of

space. There were several smaller display and

those things you’re vaguely aware of but don’t give

storage rooms and a kitchen behind. I watched

more than a superficial thought.”

Tiresias over the half wall. I didn’t want her to

“No,” she said.

leave. I wanted to know more about her. I wanted

“Does visual art always inspire a story for you like

to inhabit the creative world she inhabited—the

that?” I asked her.
“You described the painting to me.” I caught a bit

world she had pulled me into.
I wanted to touch her again.

of laughter in her voice, like she was chiding me to

The attraction was unsettling to me. The way

recognize something obvious. I couldn’t imagine

she walked, the way she looked and talked were
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unusual—unusual beyond the affectations of so

delivery. She turned to me as the thick padded

many art students that I knew. How was it she

blanket thudded on the hardwood.

could see so much in a painting—let it take her

“Let’s have a picnic,” I held out my hand to her

on such a trip? While she’d told her story, I’d felt

but she hesitated. “Is this okay? Is someone waiting

released somehow, mentally free, yet stimulated. I

for you?” I thought about my own friends at the bar,

wanted to understand what fueled and inspired her.

hungry now, waiting impatiently, getting drunk.

I wanted to be fueled by it too. It was the magic

She was silent. I touched her arm. “Please stay

I watched Tiresias over the half wall. I didn’t want her to leave.
I wanted to know more about her. I wanted to inhabit the
creative world she inhabited—the world she had pulled me into.
that was missing in my own work. Lacks evocation,

and have some wine.” I held out the glass so

my instructors had said. Too conformist.

that the stem grazed her fingers. She cupped her

Tiresias didn’t walk around the entire gallery as

palm around the bowl, stepped onto the blanket,

I’d expected she would. Instead, after turning in a

crossed her legs and in a graceful dip, sat down.

circle where she stood, she merely shifted to the

“Thank you,” she said, turning to me as I sat beside

next painting to the left. It was of two large icebergs

her. I wanted her eyes to meet mine, to connect,

framing a view of a coastal village. The gallery

to acknowledge a connection, but her gaze was

owners had worked especially hard to light this

directed past my shoulder.

painting and the result was brilliant. The icebergs

She had a lovely face. I don’t know why I hadn’t

shimmered. The cold Atlantic waters rippled and

noticed it when she first walked in the gallery.

flashed in the bright imitation sun.

Why hadn’t I seen it? I was supposed to notice

Tiresias stood very close to the work—too close

interesting faces. This is what artists were supposed

to appreciate the masterful impact of the lighting

to do. There were no excuses—not the distraction

in combination with the artist’s skill with paint and

of the scarlet coat, not my anxiety to close up and

glaze.

meet my friends. I just hadn’t seen.

She was still there when I returned with a laden

I gulped back some wine, let out a snort of

tray. I placed it on the bench and pulled both closer

breath that sounded angry, even to me. Tiresias

to the iceberg painting. I threw an old blanket on

said nothing. She must have sensed my internal

the floor, one that we used to wrap artworks for

frustrations, but let me battle them in silence. I
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glanced at the mountain painting. The dark slashes

noises as the heating and ventilation systems

in the icy bowl were so obvious now. Crevasses.

adjusted electronically. While I waited, my fingers

Depths I had not noticed before.

began to tingle, remembering, anticipating the feel

In a rush, I asked, “Do you want to know what I
see in this painting?” I nodded to the iceberg.
She tilted her head toward me. “Yes.”

of cool damp clay, of burnished bronze.
A sharp rap on the gallery door made us both
jump.

I closed my eyes. “A doctor set out from a village

“Stay here,” I said to Tiresias. “It might be Monique,

in Newfoundland to see a patient in a small bay to

the gallery owner, but she’s okay. She won’t mind

the north. He had packed a komatik and headed

that we’re here.”

out with a dog team. To avoid the difficult terrain

It wasn’t Monique, but Emily, the girl I hung

around the shore, he took a shortcut across the ice,

out with most weekends. I unlocked the door and

but the weather changed suddenly and he found

opened it.

himself on a slushy berg that had separated from

“Josh, what are you still doing here? We expected

the land. He and the dogs began to float to the

you at Spectro an hour ago. I was really worried.”

open ocean.”

She was worried but mostly annoyed. She

I stopped to look at Tiresias’ face, measuring

looked over my shoulder at Tiresias. Glancing

my success. She reached into the air between

back, I could see that my guest was now standing.

us and made a motion with her fingers. Inviting?

She had kicked aside the blanket and it lay in a pile

Encouraging? Before I could take her fingers in my

beneath the painting. She held her own wine glass

own, she withdrew them.

behind her, but mine was obvious on the floor.

“He floated for days. To stay alive, he killed and
skinned his dogs, wrapping the pelts around his
shoulders and legs, piling the bodies around him

“Who’s that?”
“She’s a client. She arrived at the last minute.” I
shrugged.

to make a windbreak. He was eventually seen

Emily glared. “Yeah, right. That’s the girl who

from shore, but by the time his rescuers had rowed

dropped out of the College last year. Some medical

out to the floating ice, he had died.”

issue. Someone said she was losing it.”

“Yes. You can do it.” She nodded.

I nudged Emily back from the door. “I’ll call you

For some time, we both sat silent. I passed

later.” I smelled her expensive perfume, noted the

Tiresias cheese and crackers and small bunches

flash of lace she was wearing under her blouse.

of grapes. I could hear the small sounds of her

But the usual flutter of response wasn’t there.

chewing, a tiny pop in her knee joint when she

I bolted the door. Emily didn’t wave good-bye.

shifted slightly on the blanket, the background

Her back was stiff, her stride fast and long as she
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turned toward Spectro. For a moment longer, I
stared out the door.

“Thank you for sharing your work.” She gestured
toward the statue at the door. “It’s the real reason

“I’ll be right back,” I called to Tiresias. I strode

I came, not the paintings. One of your instructors

across the gallery to the smaller of the two display

thought I should meet you. He said we could learn

rooms and picked up a fired clay bust that was part

from one another. He said that you were tenacious,

of my sculpture display and returned to where she

with impeccable technique, and would make

stood. I watched her face closely. When I was less

something of yourself if you didn’t give up.” She

than a stride away, she smiled.

held out the bust. “I don’t intend to give up. If I

“Here. Take this.” I thrust the bust out before her

can’t paint, I’ll sculpt.”

and held it until both her hands had curled around

I took the bust and placed it on the floor. “May

it safely. Her fingers explored the contours, arcing

I?” she continued, holding her hands in front of

along the eyebrows and the ears. They lingered

my face.

on the eyes and the mouth, one delicate fingertip

My breath stalled. My skin burned, unprepared

running back and forth, the nail slipping gently

for the intimacy of her fingers on my skin. I reached

into the slight gap between the lips. My own lips

for her shoulders, stroked the fabric of her coat

tingled as if they were the replicas she touched.

with my thumbs.

“There was a young man who wanted badly to be
a sculptor but he couldn’t see below the surface of
things . . ,” I began.

“How?” I asked.
“You have already figured it out.” She touched my
forehead, my chest.

“Shhh. It’s my turn to tell the story,” she said.

I spread the blanket on the floor and poured two

“There is a young man whose talent will blossom

more glasses of wine. She followed my movements.

as he learns that there are many different ways to
see . . .”
It was too embarrassing. “I’m so sorry. I feel
like a fool not to have noticed. How much of

She sat when I did.
I passed her the glass, bumping it up against her
hand.
“What will you work on next?” she asked.

your sight have you lost?” The question came out

I thought of the man in the crevasse, the starving

broken. In the moments that followed, I could

dogs. I shook my head to clear it of the crowding

hear the ticking of the clock, still glowing like the

images. “You mentioned that your name is spelled

moon above us.

like Tiresias in the myth. What’s the myth about?”

“The disease has progressed quickly. I can still
see light and shadow. The edges of things but
no real details.” The admission made me shiver.

“That’s a good story,” she said.
I closed my eyes so that, as she spoke, we could
both see. •
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RACHEL BURGESS
Printmaker and Painter
Rachel Burgess makes prints and paintings for gallery shows,
illustration projects, and private commissions. Her work exhibits
nationally and internationally at galleries and museums and also
features in books and magazines. She has been recognized by
publications such as CMYK Magazine, 3x3 Magazine of Contemporary

Illustration, Society of Illustrators Annual, and Carrier Pigeon Magazine.
Her pieces also appear in the private collections of gallery owners, art
collectors, art directors, and fellow artists.
Burgess was born in Boston and spent a great deal of time in
coastal Maine, the region that continues to most influence her work.
Fascinated with its natural landscape, she returns to the area several
times a year in order to paint and draw on location.
In addition to deriving inspiration from her New England roots,
Burgess incorporates themes from her academic background into
her work. She received a B.A. in literature from Yale University in
2004 and an M.F.A. in illustration from the School of Visual Arts in
2007. Elements such as repetition (as seen in traditional folk stories)
and design (as seen in traditional Asian landscapes) inform her recent
pieces. During the past few years she has also become interested in
the printmaking technique of monotype and in exploring its possibilities
as a graphic, yet evocative, medium.
Burgess currently works as a full-time artist in New York, dividing her
time between a professional print shop and her home studio.
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PORTFOLIO
Resting Places
Over the past year, I have created a series of monotypes
that abstract the New England landscape. They depict
natural forms that are specific to the region, such as the
white pine. Through the use of silhouette and contour, I
reduce these forms to basic essentials to create deceptively
simple images. I often work in black and white, using
monochrome to further abstract my images. When I work in
color, it is with a limited palette that emphasizes the graphic
impact of my subjects.
By stripping forms down to essentials of contour
and color, I aim to create archetypal scenes. These
simplified scenes have a visual power that speaks to
the endurance of natural forms. However, their air of

The Gathering, 2013. 14 x 14 inches. Monotype on paper.

permanence is also balanced by a sense of loss. My
images of trees, water, and sky are often captured during periods of shifting light, such as when
the weather changes or at the beginning or end of day. Areas of vivid color or deep black are
juxtaposed with fainter tones, highlighting the tension between stability and frailty. I also use
composition to explore this balance, drawing on the influence of traditional Asian landscape
painting in order to compose scenes that are at once monumental and fragile. Asymmetry and
fragmentation, as well as the juxtaposition of large strokes with delicate details, combine in
carefully framed compositions that are both restful yet filled with longing.
This sense of gentle longing is the true subject of my work. By returning to the forms and
places that are a part of my childhood, I explore the feeling of nostalgia that they generate. In
particular, I explore nostalgia’s power to instill both a sense of solidarity with one’s surroundings
and oneself and a sense of sadness and yearning. I believe there is a restorative quality to this
type of sadness, which cushions loss with an awareness of perpetuity. I aim to create images
that are emotional harbors, capturing the restorative effects of melancholy and nostalgia.
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Rachel Burgess

The Sentinel, 2013. 24 x 36 inches. Monotype on paper.
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The Companion, 2013. 24 x 36 inches. Monotype on paper.

Resting Places

Treetop, 2013. 72 x 36 inches. Monotype on paper.
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Rachel Burgess

High Summer, 2013. 48 x 36 inches. Monotype on paper.
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Resting Places

The Lake, 2013. 48 x 36 inches. Monotype on paper.
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[l to r] Inlet, On the Hill, On the Cliffs, 2013. 2.75 x 4 inches each. Monotype on paper.
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Resting Places

Fields in May II, 2013. 6 x 4 inches each. Monotype on paper.
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A P ortrait

of the

Devil

K. S. Hardy

Shakily he rose to his feet. His fingers scrabbled
for his charcoal pencil on the table near the chair,
for he dare not take his eyes off the waiting canvas
in fear of losing his vision. Finding it, with rapid
gestures he sketched in his design.

1878

H

e sat before the canvas because he

no need to eat; his disease had killed any desire for

no longer had the strength to stand.

food just as it was killing him.

The canvas was empty, a great white

rectangle, seven feet by four. The size of most

common household doors. And its emptiness
mocked him.

He coughed. A small one, as if his lungs reacted
only due to his reminding them of their plight.
And to call himself an artist, there was irony in
that. True, he could paint. True, his mentors and

Two days he had been there, staring at it. Two

teachers when he was still back in America had

days with only a baguette grown stale and two

said he had talent. True, this cottage in Provence

bottles of wine for food, for he had no money

he rented (and the rent was long overdue) was

and he had no appetite. He smiled to himself. A

filled with canvases of landscapes and still

starving artist, yes, because he would soon run out

lifes against the walls and all unsold. Could he

of something to eat, and yet, no, because he had

call himself an artist when he had never had a
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commission? Could he be called
an artist when he had never sold
a painting to anyone? Only his
landlord took a painting now and
then in lieu of the rent, but he
suspected she used them to fuel
the stove beneath her cook pot.
And would an artist, no matter
how starving and ill, be so devoid
of inspiration?
Anger flared. He wanted to take
the knife stuck in the bread like
an exclamation point and slash
the offending blank canvas to
ribbons. He was actually reaching
for its wooden handle but stayed
himself. The canvas was innocent.
It was not the fault of the canvas
that he had suddenly run out of
imagination.
He cocked his head, trying for
a different perspective. Then he
leaned farther to his left so that
his viewpoint was perpendicular
to how the canvas now stood.
What if he turned it on its side? He

William Blake, Satan Before the Throne of God, 1825. Engraving.
Courtesy National Gallery of Art, Washington.

could do quite a landscape on that, an entire vista

This was to be his last painting; he had no more

stretching to the symbolic compass points of east

funds with which to buy more canvases, not even

and west. No, not another landscape. He had too

one. And there was the inescapable fact that the

many completed landscapes scattered about the

tuberculosis was having its way with him.

room now, easily a hundred or more.
He coughed again.

All people who are dying know that the sand
doesn’t stop trickling through the hourglass. He
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death. That

would

insure

his

immortality, like the ceiling of
Michelangelo, like DaVinci’s Mona
Lisa.
He drew in a deep breath to feed
his lungs, to clear his thoughts. He
laid his cheek on his shoulder.
No, to turn it on its side would
give it the wrong shape, less
attraction to the eye. Too oblong.
The only paintings he had seen
in that dimension had been the
cheap copies of the fresco of The
Last Supper.
There was an idea. A small seed
but growing. A religious theme.
That would capture the emotion
that he wanted. That would hold
the importance he sought. But so
much of the Bible had already
been depicted. How many more
crucifixions did the world need? He
searched his faded memory of both
William Blake, Satan Going Forth Before the Presence of God, 1825. Engraving.
Courtesy National Gallery of Art, Washington.

testaments. All the possible subjects.
Paul had been done by Caravaggio
in a manner that was a sermon unto

knew too; his hourglass was down to perhaps days,

itself. Probably everyone had been covered. The

maybe only hours.

Apostles, Job, and he could recall even seeing an

This painting, his last painting, had to be of

old Medieval tapestry with Adam and Eve being

something important. Something with a message.

cast out of the Garden. Moses, David, and Judas for

Something with grandeur and magnificence. The

sure. Who had not been painted? Who had been

painting that would make his name live beyond

ignored by the great artists of the past?
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A Portrait of the Devil

The Devil.

His imagination was on fire. A fever of

He sat up from where he was slumped in his

inspiration was burning in him. All clichés, he

chair. Yes, the Devil. Satan. Sure, he was in

knew, but something had taken a hold of him,

many paintings but always as a minor character.

possessed him. He brushed the back of his hand

In paintings of the temptation of Christ, he

across his forehead leaving a smear of color on

is by necessity the lesser figure. He must not

it. Warm, more warm than normal he could tell.

draw attention away from the real star of the

Unwell or not, he could not stop. If he did not

scene. It was as if the painters of old thought

finish the portrait in one go, he knew he would

that to make Satan the central character would

lose it; the force that moved him, his heart and

perhaps call him forth.

brush, would dissipate. Never had he painted

That was it. To do a portrait of the Devil as if he

like this before, as if driven. He laughed out

himself had paid for it. A painting of Satan as if the

loud, which led to a coughing fit that doubled

Prince of Hell had sat for it himself.

him over.

Yes. He could see it in his imagination. The Devil

Go on. He tore his eyes from the canvas and

must be seated. On a throne, for that was how

looked into the shadows of his studio room. It

Satan’s ego would demand it. Show his dominion.

was as if someone had spoken, a whispered voice

Reference his royal authority over all the damned

urging him to continue.

souls of Hades.
Shakily, he rose to his feet. His thin fingers

He spit blood onto the floor and turned back to
his work.

scrabbled for his charcoal pencil on the table

A brush stroke there. A dab here. Mixing the

near the chair, for he dare not take his eyes off the

colors on his palette to get the right tint, the perfect

waiting canvas in fear of losing his vision. Finding

hue, the correct shade, then using his work table

it, with rapid gestures he sketched in his design.

when he ran out of space on his palette.

He stepped back. Took a long look. Yes, it would

He paused to claw his left hand and examine it.

do. His heart quickened. He could feel it. He knew

He wanted to see how he should have Satan grip

it. This was inspired. This would be a work of genius.

the arm of the throne, how to capture the essence

Turning to his oil—meager in supply but likely

of power, yet hint at the anger of the memory of

enough to get the job done—he began.
All afternoon and into the night, he painted,
pausing only to light his lamps. Stopping only
to cough or to change his brush. Occasionally
stepping to gain perspective on his progress.

what had brought the once angel to this place as
well as the fear and resentment of the knowledge
that in time this too would be taken from him.
And again he coughed, his body contorting with
the spasm. By reflex he covered his mouth so as
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not to splatter onto the canvas. This fit lasted for

hinted at, its form constructed of dark hues, of

a minute. When he was himself, he straightened

swirls and shadows so that it was seen and not seen,

again, wiping his hand on his pants, and returned

noticed only if looked for. The throne—although

to his task.

a necessary statement—must not detract from the

It must be realistic, he thought. As if Satan were

one who sat upon it.

here in the room, posing with the patience of one

On he labored. The sun had risen and gone past

who had already seen centuries. He dressed him

noon, but he did not slack. He stopped only to

in a contemporary suit, business-like (a hint of

cough, which was progressively happening more

satire he could not resist) and yet something the

often and lasting much longer.

common man would wear. For hair, he gave him

Finally, the throne was completed. All that

tight auburn ringlets, shaded dark almost to black,

remained was the background that must remain

suggestive of the east, the land of the Bible, and

plain, no detail, a wash of dark to focus the eye

also a nod to royalty. And there was just a hint of

on the subject.

horns in the swirl of the hair, because he knew

He turned to his palette. Empty. Used up. All the

they were expected, but he did not want the figure

colors gone and he had no more. None in storage.

to look like a cartoon in Punch. He put a gleam in

And no money and no strength to go and get more.

the eyes that he knew some future viewers would

Despair struck him like a slap and prompted

interpret as glee and some as diabolical. And he

another fit of coughing. He slumped to his knees. It

gave the Devil a mischievous childlike smile that

seemed to last forever. Then it dissipated. His chest

others would find seductive.

heaved for breath. He glanced at his cupped hand.

Once again he stepped back to admire his work.

Then lifted his brush.

The subject was done; he could add no more or he
would fuss over it forever, and he knew he had not
the time.
Now for the throne. He pulled up the chair and
sat down. He was tired, exhausted. But he must
finish. The lower half needed to be done. Not only
the throne but Satan from the shins down. Whether

2014

T

he next item up for auction is a painting by
William Augustus Cuffney, 1842–1878, a

stunning figure rumored to be the last painting

to give him feet or hooves he would decide at the

ever done by him. I’m sure you will all recognize

last moment. The throne—how to do the throne? It

it by its reputation. Cuffney, an American living in

must be a throne of skulls, built in Hell’s beginning

France, was unappreciated in his own time, much

of the heads of the first to be damned. But only

like Emily Dickinson, or more apropos, like Van
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A Portrait of the Devil

Gogh, but is now considered a
master of his craft. His paintings
consistently go up in value and
are much desired. But this is his
most famous painting.”
The auctioneer was a master
of dramatic effect and knew
all too well how to play his
audience

of

well-financed

buyers. “We all know the
legend of this work. That
this was the painting he was
working on when he died of TB.
Notice the unfinished signature
as if he succumbed in midwriting. Let me remind you, he
was found lying by his landlord
at the painting’s base.
“Also note the bare feet of the
man seated, pale, almost snow
white. Bare feet are said to
symbolize death, and it would
seem that Cuffney knew it was
approaching as he painted,
looking over his shoulder.
“And legend has it that the
background is painted in Cuffney’s own blood
because he ran out of paint. Note the brown color.

William Blake, The Fall of Satan, 1825. Engraving.
Courtesy National Gallery of Art, Washington.

“Strangely titled by the artist, Portrait of the Devil,
this is Cuffney’s only self portrait.

It has been tested. It is true. It is blood, though

“Let us start the bidding at one million dollars.

whose or what from cannot be determined.

“Who wants to bid?” •
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JANE SOODALTER
Photographer

Jane Soodalter can’t recall a time when she
didn’t have a camera in her hands. Her father was a
professional photographer, and, quite naturally, she
learned a lot at his side.
Soodalter’s work really began to develop when she
acquired her first digital camera. She felt more free
to experiment, take risks, and use time to apply what
she was learning from reading and observing. This
kind of flexibility was a gift. She felt she could shoot
as many shots as she needed to “get it.” The more
she shot, the more she learned, and the more she
learned, the better she became.
Soodalter always wanted to develop her passion
for photography into a work or career path, but
was too busy . . . too involved . . . mostly, too scared.
Recently, though, she left her primary work to devote
herself to photography. Her work has been selected
for several juried exhibitions, including with Still Point
Art Gallery, and she recently had her first solo show
at Gallery 66 in Cold Spring, New York.
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PORTFOLIO
Deconstructing Construction
Many years ago, I learned in a
chemistry class that an atom is made
up of an electron, a proton, and a
neutron. That was as small as the
world got. Of course, since that time,
scientists have looked much deeper
into the nucleus of the atom and
have discovered a vast world more
complex, elegant, and amazing than
was ever thought possible.
My own personal fascination

Hole in One, 2013.

as a photographer parallels
these “excavations” beyond regular sight, fortunately without the need of a particle
accelerator. With the aid of a macro lens on my camera, I take a very close up look
at the everyday world around me and discover beautiful forms, colors, patterns, and
lines. To my great delight, when I move in close and forget the “normal” view of objects
in the world, I find that objects assume identities all their own. These “new” objects
come together into amazing abstract art forms, often exhibiting startling patterns and
relationships that are quite beautiful.
This portfolio, “Deconstructing Construction,” reflects my recent exploration of a
construction site near my home, where mundane and functional objects—freed from
their connection to their environment—take on new identities, reflecting artfulness
and grace. The site served as my outdoor studio, and a battered dumpster, a rusted
earthmover, an old dump truck, and a section of crumbling signage became subjects
for my camera. Hidden in the cracked, peeling, and corroded surfaces of these everyday
weathered objects, I found a world more visually rich and transcendent than I could ever
have imagined.
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The Turkey Goes Out, 2013.
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Deconstructing Construction

[top] Sunrise Prayer, 2013; [bottom] The Committee, 2012.
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[top] The Hurricane, 2013; [bottom] The Void, 2012.
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Deconstructing Construction

End of Days, 2012.
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[top] Storm at Sea, 2013; [bottom] Bombs Away, 2012.
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Deconstructing Construction

Fireworks, 2012.
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The Firebird, 2012.
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Blue Lava, 2012.

Deconstructing Construction

Now That’s Funny, 2012.

Fashion as Art, 2013.
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Edward Hopper, Soir Bleu, 1914. 72 x 36 inches. Oil on canvas.
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Soir Bleu, 1914
		

after Edward Hopper

I want to table-hop, join the elegant
couple wearing gold and a tux, to sip from blue
goblets, move to the turtle-necked man, black
beret, sexy mustache. These drinkers flank the star
of this terrible cafe, the clown – bald head
a moonscape, red mouth drooping
a cigarette – whose costume bleeds
white onto the table where he deals seven
card stud while the madam
in low-cut purple stands behind him as if they
are partners, arms and swelling breasts her claim
to white, a Cassandra who carries a prophesy
and knows that the gentleman with Navy epaulettes
on his shoulders will wash the deck
with blood just as the clown, color
of death, foresees these others swallowed
by swollen trenches, a carnage that failed to end
all wars. Even Hopper in prewar
Paris couldn’t fathom
the numbers that would rot
in those ditches and bloated fields, so many that old
Monet, driven to larger and larger
works as each day brought stories
from the front, name upon name, could never
cover his canvas with enough water lilies.

~ Diana Pinckney
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F oundation
Agnieszka Stachura
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Unknown Maker, Quilt, 1852. 99 x 108 inches. Pieced and quilted cotton. Wikimedia Commons.

When I returned to my own home, I turned back to my quilt, sitting shiva at my little
Featherweight sewing machine night after night, losing myself in the interplay of color
and form. As I chose fabrics and pinned together shapes, I thought of my father, of his
endless sketches, and plans, and ideas. Finishing my quilt would be a way to honor his
creativity, his tireless curiosity, his exquisite sensitivity to beauty.

E

arly in 2001, months before 9/11 and

stone,

months before my father’s death—events

Something in her tone let me know that it was

separate and equally unimaginable—I

time to come home, the way you sense when

began cutting pieces for a quilt. I’d been looking

low

platelets,

prolonged

bleeding.

you are about to throw up.

for a challenge during an otherwise calm year, and

I drove the nine hours to Pittsburgh on

I was attracted to the complicated geometry of

Halloween, still in my costume, keeping more or

circles and squares in the pattern photo. It used

less between the yellow lines of a highway that

a technique called foundation piecing, allowing

unspooled itself before me into darkness. The

me to piggyback on the artist’s originality while

box of quilt pieces rode beside me. I cut arcs and

bypassing the hard work of my own.

curves beside my father’s mechanized bed in the

I’d set the instructions aside but pulled them out

inaptly named rehabilitation center, my scissors

again sometime after September 11th, sometime

doggedly following the marked black lines on

during my father’s last awful decline from

paper templates, arranging green and purple

Parkinson’s. All through that terrible autumn, the

scraps into impromptu patterns on the thin blanket

process of choosing and cutting fabric sustained

covering his legs. My father watched with dull

me. It was something to do. It allowed me the

eyes that flickered into interest when I showed him

space to think. To not think. I remember standing

the photo of the completed quilt. “Of course, mine

on a chair in the back bedroom, cradling the

will have different colors,” I said. He didn’t answer.

phone between my chin and my outstretched

Behind us on the television the towers crumpled

arm, pressing curved batik pieces onto a flannel

again and again.

sheet to which they clung as if by magic, while

My father was a sculptor, trained at the

in my ear my mother poured words like kidney

Academy of Fine Arts in Warsaw. I grew up in a
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second was a small wall hanging of three fish

of wood beside the fireplace; a pink marble bull

in rough-edged applique, again from a pattern,

snorted on the buffet; whimsical nail birds, my

someone else’s idea of art. I spent hours choosing

old hair baubles repurposed for eyes, perched

the colors.

on every shelf. But though my father handed

My third quilt felt even more like cheating.

me clay and taught me to knit and praised my

Rather than having to measure precisely, I had

sense of color and saved my Crayola scrawls

only to sew fabric onto pre-made paper templates,

in thick scrapbooks,

which would be torn

I’ve never drawn well,

away once the cloth

and the closest I’ve

had been cut along

come to sculpting is

marked

assembling wedding

Rather

cakes.

difference

Quilting

guidelines.
like

the

between

seemed like art-lite,

a coloring book and

something

freehand drawing. I

teach

I

myself,

could
and

followed

the

lines

master. My father’s

like a skater gliding at

influence

me

rink’s-edge, fingertips

to patterns such as

brushing the rail, not

Flying

Log

trusting myself to the

Feathered

open ice. Following

Star. Names drawn

the lines allowed me,

from nature, names

a novice, to construct

that

a

Cabin,

led

Geese,

echoed

the

quilt

far

more

sculptures my father

intricate and precise

made

than anything I could

from

wood,

from bronze, from stone.

manage to create on my own.

My first quilt was a bed-sized Bear Paw. I sewed

But what would my father think of these paper

it thinking of the sculpture on the front steps of

crutches? My father, who insisted on carrying

my parents’ home, a plump limestone bear with

photographs from his heavy portfolio in a large

a clutch of mossy, carved grapes. I hoped my

plastic pocket clipped to the side of the wheelchair

quilt would give me the same sense of home. My

that he tried, stubbornly and in vain, to propel with
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Unknown Maker, Quilt, “Log Cabin” Pattern, “Pineapple” variation, 1870-80. 88 x 88 inches. Pieced wool and cotton. Wikimedia Commons.

house where a dryad emerged from a slim trunk

Unknown Maker, Quilt, “Rising Sun,” c. 1825. 1870-80. 102 x 104 inches. Pieced and quilted cotton. Wikimedia Commons.

Foundation

his own palsied foot; my father, who clutched in

sepsis. Blood flooded the brain that had imagined

his lap the crumpled sketches he’d made of his

in everything—rain-soaked moss; splinters of

charmed nurses. The question was rhetorical,

shadow on a fence; tiny stones kicked up by the

of course. I knew what he would say about the

Florida surf—an animal, a human form, a face. I

foundation-pieced quilt, were he coherent enough

drove back to Pittsburgh, where my mother and

to speak. I could hear the familiar words in my

I stumbled through the first days of a grief for

head, dismissing the prepackaged instructions,

which we had no template.

urging me to create

When

I

returned

my own design, my

to my own home, I

own pattern. “Why do

turned back to my quilt,

someone else’s style?”

sitting shiva at my little

he would say. “Find

Featherweight sewing

your own.”

machine

My

after

died

night, losing myself in

before

the interplay of color

Thanksgiving, barely

and form. As I chose

two weeks after I’d

fabrics

returned

to

together

Carolina.

The

five

father

night

days

North

and

pinned

shapes,

I

last

thought of my father,

him,

of his endless sketches,

he’d been wheeled

and plans, and ideas.

to

Finishing

time

I

saw

the

communal

lunchroom
he

sat,

and
at

a

my

quilt

where

would be a way to

hunched

honor his creativity, his

bewildered,

tireless curiosity, his

round

table

exquisite sensitivity to

surrounded by four shriveled, blue-haired women

beauty. Months later, as I stitched the final pieces,

with bright red lipstick. Sometime during the night

I was already envisioning my next quilt. I knew

on November 17th, he tried to climb from his

this much: I would design it myself. No more

unattended bed and fell, striking his head, letting

templates. My father had already given me my

fall the domino blocks of hemorrhage, coma,

foundation. •
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ADVERTISEMENTS

Helen SHulman
“I strive to work in a way energized
by intuition and focused by thoughtfulness.”

You Can Tackle Anything You Put Your Mind To, 2012.
96 x 48 inches. Oil on 6 panels.

helenshulman.com
helen@helenshulman.com
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Julie A. Struck, MFA

WarriorWoman Productions
interdisciplinary artist
workshops, live and online, in:
mixed media collage
digital collage
visual journaling
memoir writing
critical and creative thinking
4071 W. State Road 66
Rockport, IN 47635
�812� 618�8110

jannestruck@gmail.com
http://warriorwoman�productions.com

Leyla A. Munteanu
mixed media artist
respected teacher,
offering art classes for
adult and children

...

accepts commissions

leydanarts.com
lmunteanu@cogeco.ca
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ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertising Policy and Rates
Page Size

Ad Dimensions
(WxH) inches

One Issue

Two Issues

1/8 page

3.375 by 2

$45

$80

1/4 page

3.375 by 4.125

$90

$160

1/2 page

7 by 4.125

$180

$320

1/2 page

3.375 by 8.5

$180

$320

full page

7 by 8.5

$360

$640

constance culpepper
www.constanceculpepper.com
expressionist interiors and still lifes
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IMAGE
SPECIFICATIONS:
Ready-to-print
advertising
images must be submitted in
$120
$150
digital format. Images must be
300 ppi and jpg, tiff, or pdf file
$250
$320
formats.
SUBMISSION: Send
$480
$640
image file via email to ads@
$480
$640
stillpointartgallery.com. Include
brief text stating the page size
$960
$1,300
and the number of issues in
which you wish to purchase space. PAYMENT: Following
receipt and approval of ad, a PayPal invoice will be emailed.
Preferred payment is online by PayPal or credit card. Checks
will be accepted if necessary. DEADLINES: The Quarterly is
printed four times each year. Ads and payment must be received
by January 15 for the spring issue; April 15 for the summer issue;
July 15 for the fall issue; and October 15 for the winter issue.
Still Point Arts Quarterly accepts advertising submissions from
artists, art galleries, museums, art material suppliers, art educators,
collectors, and other art-focused businesses and organizations.
The Quarterly reserves the right to reject advertising submissions
that do not fit its purpose and intention.

Three Issues

Four Issues

SHANTI ARTS PUBLISHING
Shanti Arts
Publishing

Shanti Arts
Publishing

Summer Stories

The Rigged Universe

paintings by
Maine artist

poetry by

Anthony Labriola

Leslie Anderson

Shanti Arts
Publishing
Current

Essays on the Passing of
Time in the Woods

Robert McGowan

inspired short stories by

Ten Maine Writers

$36.00

ISBN: 978-0-9885897-3-5
www.shantiarts.com
207-837-5760
or your favorite bookseller
(online or otherwise)
ebook on Google Play

artwork by Teresa Young

photography by Jeffrey Stoner

designed by Shanti Arts Designs

designed by Shanti Arts Designs

$28.00

ISBN: 978-0-9885897-4-2
www.shantiarts.com
207-837-5760
or your favorite bookseller
(online or otherwise)
ebook on Google Play

$30.00

ISBN: 978-0-9885897-2-8
www.shantiarts.com
207-837-5760
or your favorite bookseller
(online or otherwise)
ebook on Google Play
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FINALE

How to paint the landscape: First you make
your bow to the landscape. Then you wait, and
then, can you paint the landscape.
~John Marin
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Shoshanna Ahart. Virginia Landscape (detail). Chalk pastel.

if the landscape bows to you, then, and only

